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structure, construction, and climate



structural scheme
The structure of the building consists of a series of regularly placed columns. 
The columns are made out of concrete and they hold a 14.4m span covered 
I`�H�;̂ V�>H`�>HўL�:SHI��;OLZL�JVS\TUZ�[YHUZMLY�[OLPY�SVHK�[V�[OL�WHYRPUN�
lot which consists of the same grid, based on a 7.2 meter module. In the 
SV^LY�SL]LS��[OL�JVS\TUZ�HYL�UV[�WSHJLK�L]LY`�����TL[LYZ�SPRL�VU�[OL�MHJHKL��
[OL�TPZZPUN�JVS\TUZ�PU�[OL�WHYRPUN�SV[�HYL�YLJLP]LK�I`�H�ILHT�Y\UUPUN�H[�[OL�
WHYRPUN�YVVM�SL]LS�

Lateral and vertical support is also handled by the elevator cores and the 
Z[Y\J[\YHS�^HSSZ�ILZPKLZ�[OL�VѝJL�ZWHJLZ�
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façade detail 1:20
The facade follows the rhythm of the structure and gives visual identity to the 
building by coloured glass balustrades. The external balconies don’t produce 
[OLYTHS�IYHRLZ�HZ�[OL`�HYL�Ä_LK�[V�[OL�L_[LYUHS�JVS\TUZ��;OL�L_[LYUHS�JVS\TUZ�
are externally insulated to prevent a thermal bridge being created if the concrete 
were to be exposed.

The insulation of the concrete columns consists of insulating material and an 
aluminium sheet which protects the insulation. 

Most of the windows have sliding doors to allow the user to control the inner 
climate of the apartment to his/her pleasure.

(Z�ZLLU�PU�[OL�KL[HPS��[OL�;̂ V�>H`�>HўL�:SHI�PZ�LX\PWWLK�^P[O�[\ILZ�^OPJO�
JHYY`�OV[�^H[LY�PU�VYKLY�[V�OLH[�[OLT�HUK�Z\I�ZLX\LU[PHSS`�OLH[�[OL�PU[LYPVY�
spaces.





climate concept
;OL�I\PSKPUN�PZ�HISL�[V�RLLW�^HYT�K\YPUN�[OL�^PU[LY�[OHURZ�[V�[OL�OV[�^H[LY�
running through the slabs. The tubes which feed the hot water to the slabs run 
along designed shafts next to the staircases.

(SS�[OL�THJOPULY`�YLX\PYLK�MVY�[OPZ�Z`Z[LT�PZ�[V�IL�WSHJLK�VU�[OL�[VW�VM�[OL�[^V�
towers of the building. There, an empty rooftop has been provided and the 
THJOPULZ�JHU�IL�OPKKLU�[OHURZ�[V�[OL�WYVSVUNH[PVU�VM�[OL�MHJHKL�^OPJO�JYLH[LZ�
H�¸YVVÅLZZ¸�YVVT�VU�[OL�OPNOLZ[�SL]LS�VM�[OL�[^V�[V^LYZ�

;OL�OLH[PUN�^VYRZ�VU�H�JLU[YHS�IHZLK�Z`Z[LT�HUK�PUKP]PK\HS�JVU[YVS�VM�[OL�
temperature of an apartment is permitted by allowing the user to control the 
ÅV^�VM�OV[�^H[LY�[OYV\NO�OPZ�ZSHI�





[`WPJHS�ÅVVY�WSHU��!���
0U�[OPZ�[`WPJHS�ÅVVY�WSHU�VUL�JHU�ZLL�[OH[�[OL�ZOHM[Z�MVY�HSS�RP[JOLUZ�HUK�
bathrooms have been designed and extra shafts have been added next to the 
staircases for other systems such as electric wiring and ducts for slab heating.

The exterior loading facade can also be seen. It is important to mention that 
^OLU�^VYRPUN�^P[O�H�;̂ V�>H`�>HўL�:SHI�PZ�]LY`�PTWVY[HU[�[V�WYV]PKL�ZVSPK�
attachments for the columns into the slab. This is created by committing some 
domes and pouring concrete. This procedure increases the strength at the 
^LHR�WVPU[�WYVK\JLK�IL[^LLU�[OL�ZSHI�HUK�JVS\TU�




